Ethercare

W H I T E PA P E R

VISION
“ Together make Ethercare as tokens that have value
and have competitiveness in the future ”

MISSION
1. Expand network of members in national scale
2. make agendas of national meeting
3. Make member of the Ethercare community as part
of the development of the Ethercare Token
4. Prioritizing cooperation among members
in achieving common goals
5. Whole member community work together
to manifest the vision

INTRODUCTION
We know that the development of e-commerce and fintech (financial technology)
these recent years increased significantly, it shows that people are now starting to open
to internet technology. For new companies, this can be very positive, because it will be
easier to offer a product / the services they offer. And for old companies that don't
have creative ideas, new innovations, of course, will be displaced by new companies
that offer a new technology, which is easier to use, easy to access, and flexible.
One factor in the development of fintech is the millennial generation. The desire
to get more facilities and easy access to many things in the online world is the main
reason for them. In fact, sometimes they don't think about how much to pay, as long as
their needs are met. The new profession in the recent years has become a
conversation in the general public, which is even anti- stream like dropshippers,
youtubers, content creators, startup pioneer, etc. Those entire efforts are positive
things that are utilized for those who are creative.
For business actors, of course there are lots of things that can be utilized to
achieve the money targets. But for those who have creative ideas, sometimes they
have to give up hope because of lack of financial matters, skill etc. One of the factors
supporting the success of a fintech product / e-commerce is a community. With a
community we will be easier to advertise, network development, easy to get sponsors
from large investors and many other positive things.
The current fintech development is on the rise due to the existence of a
technology called blockchain, of which this technology is open, permanent and
decentralized. It will certainly be safer to use compared to conventional fintech
technology, which is centralized. The application of blockchain technology was first
used for the BITCOIN digital currency (cryptocurrency) in 2009 by Satoshi Nakamoto. It
is growing rapidly until now and there are even thousands of alternative coins listed at
coinmarketcap.com.
The average of new token/cryptocurrency coins usually exhibit an Initial Coin Offering
(ICO), to get funding, and development for their tokens. But the ease of getting
investment from the ICO today is used by many cryptocurrency players to get easy
money without clear and sensible project so there are many projects experiencing
failures, and finally made the investors traumatic. We have come to provide solutions to
the concerns of investors,
with real supply and demand,
and without
crowdfunding/fundraising through an Initial Coin Offering (ICO).
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BLOCKCHAIN & CRYPTOCURRENCY
It is a ledger or data storage media that is permanent and decentralized. All data will be
stored in a block that is connected to each other, or also called peer to peer.
Cryptocurrency is a digital currency or online payment tool who uses the blockchain
system. It is decentralized, which means that it is in general clearly safer than the one
with centralized system.
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PROBLEM
As the number of blockchain system enthusiasts increases, there are many
cyrptocurrency actors who make their own tokens, as well as do crowdfunding. Some are
successful, but there are many who fail. Even the comparison between success and
failure reaches 90: 10. The figure is very alarming. This failure can be caused by many
factors. Among others are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Many tokens developers get money from crowdfunding, but they do not run the
supposed roadmap. Finally the project did not develop and even fail.
The number of tokens made for the purpose of personal profit.
Price of a token that does not match supply y and demand.
There is no definite purpose why coins / tokens were created.

The various problems above are examples of problems that have occurred in the world
Of cryptocurrency.
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ETHERCARE TOKEN
Ethercare is a token built under the ethereum ERC20 line based blockhain.
Ethercare was created for forming an ecosystem that is put together in the a
communities where from there every member could exchange information and help
each other in internal matter and external community. Along with the existence of a
solid community, Ethercare tokens will be more known by people that later will bring
positive impact for the member of Ethercare Community as the holder.
Ethercare is present without the execution of crowdfunding or Initial Coin Offering (ICO).
Naturally, the risk of losing money due to a project failure or the existence of fraudulent
developers is almost nothing or 0% RISK. With Ethercare community we are hoping for
a positive change for the community and also for the cryptocurrency actors. Even
without crowdfunding or ICO, with a concept governed by Ethercare management, we
believe the value tokens will be formed naturally in the future. We certainly do not
understand that in the Ethercare community there is a contribution from other parties in
the development of Ethercare, be it in advertising, capital and other expertise. This is
because we also won't be able to run well without the support of the Ethercare
community.

TOKEN DETAIL
Contract address :
0x6265bcd2ca8e8ee77cb9a9c66a851f18216022e
Name:
ETHERCARE
Symbol:
ETCR
Decimal:
6
Total Supply:
666.666.666 ETCR
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ETHERCARE PROJECT
We will focus on the development of the real number of members with a target of
100,000 members. We will also contribute to the development of startup, e-commerce,
content creator and other online businesses and conventional businesses. That way,
Ethercare that initially does not have value will gradually have one and slowly the
Ethercare community will also experience the benefit by helping each other’s community.
The holder of Ethercare Token will also feel the benefits.
We will apply modern website development, with interesting and unprecedented
facilities for the convenience of the Ethercare community. Public facilities such as chat
rooms, video streaming, advertising, marketplace and many other things will be
obtained in the Ethercare community. With the stages that Ethercare management
applies, we are sure to bring a positive community in the future.
Of course this project can run perfectly if all members in the Ethercare community play
a role in the development of Ethercare.
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ROADMAP

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8

MAKE THE ETHERCARE COMMUNITY CORE TEAM

DESIGN THE TOKEN CONCEPT

BUILD ETHERCARE TOKEN

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION TO OUR COMMUNITY MEMBER

LAUNCH WEBSITE

LISTED ON EXCHANGE

INITIAL EXCHANGE OFFERING

UPGRADE WEBSITE
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DISCLAIMER 1
Joining the Ethercare community means you will obey the rules imposed by the
management. By joining the Ethercare community means you will participate actively
participate in the development of programs made by management for mutual purposes.
The whole community is in full consciousness, and without coercion in joining or
investing. The entire Ethercare community must contribute fully for the future of
Ethercare. Ethercare never promises profits or abundant benefits from the purchase of
Ethercare tokens. The entire community is aware and will follow the long process that
Ethercare management takes to achieve mutual success. The entire Ethercare
community realizes that the success in working together with various merchants takes
time and supportive community.
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DISCLAIMER 2
Cryptocurrency is a high-risk investment and may not be suitable for all community
members and all types of investors. Before buying crypto currencies, you must ensure
that the nature, complexity and risks inherent in crypto currency trading are suitable for
your purpose in considering your circumstances and financial position. You do not have
to buy crypto currency unless you understand the extent of your exposure to potential
losses.
The Cryptocurrency exchange rate has shown strong volatility to date and you
understand that the potential loss exposure rate can extend to all of your cryptocurrency
investments.

Many factors outside the control of Ethercare will affect cryptocurrency market prices,
including, but not limited to, national and international economics, finance, regulations,
politics, terrorists, the military, and other events, bad and positive news events and
publicity, and generally extreme, uncertain, and turbulent market conditions. Extreme
price changes can occur at any time, resulting in the potential to lose the value of all of
your investment in cryptocurrency, losing some or all of your purchasing power, and
total difficulties or inability to sell or exchange your digital currency. Ethercare has no
obligation to buy or mediate the repurchase of your cryptocurrency in circumstances
where there is no viable market for the same purchase. Investing in Ethercare can
cause loss of money in the short or even long term. Bitcoin investors should expect
prices to have large range fluctuations. Information published on the Website cannot
guarantee that investors in Ethercare will not lose money.
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TEAM
WAHYU HIDAYAT
FOUNDER
CEO
Experience in Cryptocurrency
Business Analyst
http://bit.ly/wahyuethercare

KUKUH NUGROHO
CO-FOUNDER
CTO
Professional IT
Graphic designer
Web Designer
http://bit.ly/nugrohoetcr
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